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Introduction
Bridging Geoscience and Policy - EuroGeoSurveys
presents the experiences and achievements
of more than 50 years of supporting Geoscience
across Europe, and highlights the path towards
a Geological Service for Europe.
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Mission and Vision
MISSION
EGS provides public earth science knowledge to support the EU’s competitiveness, social
well-being, environmental management and international commitments. EGS coordinates the
network of The Geological Surveys of Europe, jointly addressing European issues in the field
of geoscience and collaborating on projects that directly inform EU, local and national policy,
for the benefit of all European citizens.

VISION
EGS will establish a common European Geological Knowledge Base and, with its members,
a unified Geological Service for Europe, based on:
1. Joint research with EU policy impact
2. Harmonising pan-European geological data
3. Sharing knowledge, capacities and infrastructure
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Organisational Structure

ALBANIA
Albanian Geological Survey – AGS
AUSTRIA
Geological Survey of Austria – GBA

EuroGeoSurveys is a not-for-profit association comprising
36 member European Geological Survey Organisations.
The EGS Board of Directors, comprising the member
Geological Survey Directors, meets twice per year,
as do the member National Delegates.

BELGIUM
Geological Survey of Belgium – GSB
BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA
Geological Survey of Federation
of Bosnia and Herzegovina – GSFBH
REPUBLIC OF SRPSKA
Geological Survey of Republic of Srpska – GSRS

An Executive Committee is appointed by the Directors.
The daily business of EGS is managed by the Secretariat,
based in Brussels, and led by the Secretary General.
The scientific work of EGS is driven and coordinated
through the 10 Expert Groups and 1 Task Force.

CROATIA
Hrvatski geološki institut –
Croatian Geological Survey – HGI-CGS
CYPRUS
Ministry of Agriculture,
Rural Development and Environment
Geological Survey Department – GSD
CZECH REPUBLIC
Czech Geological Survey – CGS
DENMARK
Geological Survey of Denmark and Greenland – GEUS
ESTONIA
Geological Survey of Estonia – EGT
FINLAND
Geological Survey of Finland – GTK
FRANCE
Bureau de Recherches
Géologiques et Minières – BRGM
REPUBLIC OF NORTH MACEDONIA
Geological Survey of the Republic
of North Macedonia – GSNM
GERMANY
Bundesanstalt für Geowissenshaften und Rohstoffe – BGR
Geologisches Landesamt Hamburg – GLH
GREECE
Hellenic Survey of Geology and Mineral Exploration – H.S.G.M.E.
HUNGARY
Mining and Geological Survey of Hungary – SZTFH
IRELAND
Geological Survey of Ireland – GSI

ITALY
Istituto Superiore per la Protezione e la Ricerca Ambientale (ISPRA) –
Geological Survey of Italy – ISPRA
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KOSOVO
Geological Survey of Kosovo- KGS*
LATVIA
Latvian Environment, Geology
and Meteorology Centre – LVGMC
LITHUANIA
Geological Survey of Lithuania – LGT
LUXEMBOURG
Service Géologique du Luxembourg – SGL
MALTA
Continental Shelf Department, Malta
THE NETHERLANDS
Geological Survey of the Netherlands – TNO
NORWAY
Geological Survey of Norway – NGU
POLAND
Polish Geological Institute –
National Research Institute – PGI-NRI
PORTUGAL
Laboratório Nacional de Energia e Geologia – LNEG
ROMANIA
Geological Institute of Romania – GIR
SERBIA
Geološki Zavod Srbije – GZS
SLOVAKIA
State Geological Institute of Dionyz Stur – SGIDS
SLOVENIA
Geological Survey of Slovenia – GeoZS
SPAIN
Instituto Geológico y Minero de España – CSIC-IGME
Institut Cartogràfic i Geològic de Catalunya – ICGC
SWEDEN
Sveriges Geologiska Undersökning – SGU
SWITZERLAND
Bundesamt für Landestopografie,
Landesgeologie – SWISSTOPO
UKRAINE
State Service of Geology and Subsoil of Ukraine – SSGSU
UNITED KINGDOM
British Geological Survey – BGS
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Expert Groups
Introduction to Expert Groups
EuroGeoSurveys’ research covers a wide range of topics through the work of Expert Groups.
Each Expert Group is active in a specific geoscience field, providing advice and contributing
to the overall aims of EGS. The Experts in each group come from our member organisations
and are focused on a number of different projects, all of which are designed to meet EU
directives and sustainable development goals, and have a positive impact on society
across Europe.
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Earth Observation - GeoHazards
EXPERT GROUP

The Earth Observation and Geohazards Expert Group uses Earth Observation technological
and scientific capabilities to deliver harmonised pan-European geoscience data.

What, Why, How…

Our Vision

Earth observation, by definition, is the gathering
of information about Earth, including both remote
sensing systems (sensors in satellites, lowaltitude aircrafts, remotely piloted aircraft systems
etc) and in-situ data (ground-based monitoring
systems, data collection, fieldwork).

The EOEG will become a key advisor on Earth
Observation and Geohazards through the
application of EO technologies to geosciences,
the implementation of long-term in-situ
observation systems, and the delivery
of harmonised pan-European information.

The systematic observation of the Earth’s surface
allows the precise mapping and assessment
of geohazards. EOEG focuses on evaluating
the impact of geohazards in Europe, through
the harmonisation and upgrading of national
databases and the application of innovative
mapping, monitoring and modelling techniques
and methods.

Our Projects

Earth observation systems can detect ground
surface changes and mineral compositions
that contribute to environmental assessments,
to support environmental management and social
wellbeing.
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> 1970

Geological Surveys Directors develop
the concept of a partnership to promote
geoscience in Europe.

The EOEG has strengthened EuroGeoSurveys’
position in the Group on Earth Observation
(GEO), the European Union’s Earth observation
programme (Copernicus), and European
Commission framework programs, through
projects such as MINEO, e-ECORISK, EOMiners, Eufar projects, AfriGEOSS, GEOCRADLE
and others, as well as projects addressing
geohazards, such as Terrafirma, Doris, SubCoast,
Evoss, PanGeo, Lampre U-Geohaz, e-shape
and RASTOOL.

> 1971

The first informal network of 21 Western
European Geological Surveys (WEGS)
is established in Orléans, France.

GeoEnergy
EXPERT GROUP

The GeoEnergy Expert Group provides impartial, scientifically robust information to advance
the understanding of geoenergy resources in Europe, to contribute to plans for a secure,
sustainable and independent energy future.
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What, Why, How…

Our Vision

The GEEG provides expertise on the subsurface
to support renewable energies and the sustainable
transformation of the energy sector. The primary
focus of the group aligns with the ambitions of
the European Green Deal in tackling energy
consumption challenges.

The GEEG is a key European provider of
pan-European harmonised geoenergy data,
in combination with extensive expertise, to guide
Europe through the green transition.

Europe’s subsurface holds a largely untapped
and underexplored resource that can help Europe
to meet its future energy needs, whilst also
slowing down or stopping processes that lead to
further climate change. GEEG research covers
shallow and deep geothermal energy, CO2 storage
for offsetting carbon emissions, storage of new
fuels and energy carriers.

Through the GeoERA energy projects, EGS
delivered FAIR harmonised data for predicting,
among other things, geoenergy resource and
storage opportunities. Data from the 6 GeoERA
geoenergy projects (MUSE, Hotlime, GARAH,
HIKE, 3DGEO-EU, and GeoConnect3d) are
available through EGDI.

> 1980s

Increasing collaboration between
members and the development
of thematic working groups.

Our Projects

> 1990s

Expansion of EU membership and a growing
recognition of the need for geoscience knowledge
by policy makers in relation to societal challenges.

Geoheritage
EXPERT GROUP

Through collaboration with national and regional partners, the Geoheritage Expert Group
provides knowledge and expertise for the conservation and sustainable management
of Europe’s geological heritage.

What, Why, How…

Our Vision

Earth’s geological processes are happening
around us all the time, they shape the ground
we stand on and the landscapes we see around
us. The results are often distinctive geological
sites (geosites) that are unique, visually appealing
or have scientific value. Increased public
awareness of geosites has demonstrated their
importance to society. The focus of the GhEG
is to document the geosites we have, their
vulnerabilities and how we can manage them
sustainably.

The GhEG provides the expertise needed to
provide long term management of Europe’s
geoheritage and a framework to deliver services
to society through geoconservation.

To achieve a geosite’s full potential and future
security, we need accurate and reliable data in
the form of geoheritage inventories. These data
are collected and assessed by the Geological
Surveys of Europe. Their close collaboration
via the GhEG enables data harmonisation and
provides a pan-European view of Europe’s
diverse geoheritage. This in turn supports tourism,
education and science, and provides a unique
service to society – a better understanding of
Europe’s geoheritage and geoconservation.
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> 1992

‘Geology and the Environment in Western
Europe’ becomes the first coordinated
publication by the WEGS community.

Our Projects
The GhEG provides useful information on the
international relevance of geosites, a requirement
for UNESCO Global Geopark proposals and
for UNESCO World Heritage Site status.
The GhEG continues its work on documenting
important geoheritage sites of the EGS member
countries and collaborates on best practice and
promotion of the importance of geoheritage and
geodiversity.

> 1992

WEGS evolves into the official Forum
of European Geological Surveys (FOREGS),
expanding to 28 members.

Geochemistry
EXPERT GROUP

The Geochemistry Expert Group delivers geochemical knowledge, services and products
of European near-surface materials.

What, Why, How…

Our Vision

The Earth is composed of differing combinations
and abundances of specific elements.

The GEG delivers harmonised, multi-purposed
and multi-element geochemical data for Europe’s
shallow earth material. This provides scientists,
the public and the European Commission with
geochemical knowledge and expertise.

Geochemistry is the study of the distribution and
concentration of Earth’s elements, and the GEG
harmonises the collection of this data, providing
a pan-European picture of near-surface earth
materials such as soil.
The goal of the GEG is to establish a standardised,
multi-element geochemical database for Europe,
to not only support data analysis now but to serve
as a benchmark for future work. Recent research
published by the GEG includes European
geochemical atlases, showing the distribution of
elements across Europe, providing geochemical
baselines for industries to evaluate their chemical
management, monitor the health of the surrounding
environment and allow them to comply with the
REACH (Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation
and restriction of Chemicals) regulation.

> 1995

Encouraged by the EC, Geological Surveys
from the 15 EU Member States and Norway
decide to form EuroGeoSurveys (EGS)
as a non-profit international association.

Our Projects
The work of the GEG is driven by the EU Soil
Strategy for 2030 and is underpinned by European
Commission (EC) Directives and chemical
regulations, including The Water Framework,
INSPIRE and Mine Waste Directives, and REACH.
Projects include GEMAS (Geochemical Mapping
of Agricultural and Grazing Land Soil), URGE 1
and URGE 2.

> 1995

EGS Statutes are signed in a General Meeting
in Dublin, Ireland.
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Geological Mapping and Modelling
EXPERT GROUP

The Geological Mapping and Modelling Expert Group focuses on producing and harmonising
pan-European geological maps and models to increase our understanding of the geology
of Europe.
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What, Why, How…

Our Vision

National geological surveys have been making
geological maps for a long time, produced at
different scales, using different techniques,
standards and vocabularies, and for different
purposes. The primary goal of the GMMEG is
to use our pan-European network to produce
better, seamless maps, that meet modern data
standards and serve as the basis for making
informed decisions that depend on understanding
the geology of Europe.

Working together to produce harmonised modern
digital maps and models at pan-European scale,
the GMMEG provides a geological baseline that
all European geologists can use as the context
for their research. GMMEG’s work delivers the
framework necessary for any European decisionmaking that relies on understanding the rocks
beneath our feet.

The datasets that GMMEG produces are models
of the geological architecture of the surface
and subsurface of the Earth. The information
contained in those models includes lithology,
lithostratigraphic units, age, geological structures,
geomorphological features and more.

EGS has worked on many EU co-funded projects
to harmonise European geological datasets.
These are hosted in EGDI, and include
OneGeologyEurope, EMODnet Marine and
GeoERA datasets.

> 1996

The EGS Brussels Bureau opens
to host the Secretariat.

Our Projects

> 1996

EGS formally registers as a not-for-profit
association under French law as published in
the French Official Journal on 21st February 1996.

Marine Geology
EXPERT GROUP

The Marine Geology Expert Group delivers high-quality information about the seabed
and its subsurface. This information is used as a baseline for scientific research and for sound,
knowledge-based decision-making.

What, Why, How…

Our Vision

Marine geological data is instrumental in preventing
or mitigating pollution and in shedding light on
the likelihood of potential geohazards, not only in
the highly dynamic coastal zone, where onshore
and offshore human activities put enormous
pressure on the environment, but also in deep
oceans, far away from where we live.

The MGEG continues to deliver marine geological
data and information to support sound commercial
and political decision-making. It also provides
baseline input for all fundamental and applied
science that underpins transnational and panEuropean marine spatial use.

In search of suitable sites for competing activities
such as aquaculture, fisheries, renewable energy,
and oil and gas infrastructure, the MGEG helps
to strike a balance between socio-economic and
marine environmental interests. Least-impact
management and use is only possible when
geologists, marine science and social science
specialists work together.

> 1998

Geological Surveys progress to become
key contributors to EU co-funded
geoscience research and development
projects and policies.

Our Projects
The main collaborative focus of the MGEG
members is the European Observation and Data
network (EMODnet). Since 2009, EMODnet has
provided rapid access to reliable and accurate
marine information in support of Blue Growth and
the Green Deal. This includes the EMODnet
Geology project.

> 2001

Geological Surveys from accession countries
to the EU begin to join EGS as full members.
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Mineral Resources
EXPERT GROUP

Through research, development and innovation, the Mineral Resources Expert Group informs
on policy and strategy, addressing the sustainable supply of critical and strategic raw materials.

What, Why, How…

Our Vision

Mineral raw materials provide us with our basic
needs - energy, infrastructure, transportation,
technology and more. An increasing demand for
raw materials requires more and more effort to
recycle and reuse so-called secondary raw
materials but also to search and locate new
mineral resources in ever more geologically
complex, challenging and remote areas and
environments.

The MREG aims to become the leading partner
within a European Raw Materials Knowledge
Base and Information Network, to provide
innovative tools and expertise and support a
secure, sustainable minerals supply for Europe.

The MREG supports the EC’s Strategic
Implementation Plan for European Innovation
Partnership on Raw Materials (SIP EIP RM),
which highlights the need for an established
and up-to-date interoperable EU Geological
Knowledge Base, including Minerals Intelligence
Information. Such a knowledge base will
facilitate European-wide minerals exploration
as well as effective policy- and decision-making.
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> 2004

EGS continues to expand as
EU Member State numbers increase.

Our Projects
The MREG is involved in a number of EU flagship
projects with EGS, including AEGOS, SARMa,
ProMine, EuroGeoSource, EO-MINERS,
Polinares, ERA-MIN, EURare, SNAP SEE,
COBALT, Minerals4EU, SCRREEN and
SCRREEN 2, ProSUM, EuroLithos, FRAME,
MINDeSEA, and Mintell4EU, all delivered through
EGDI.

> 2005

FOREGS’ mission ends with the joint
publication with EGS of the first Geochemical
Atlas of Europe.

Spatial Information
EXPERT GROUP

The Spatial Information Expert Group provides Pan-European and national geological datasets
and services from the Geological Surveys of Europe through the European Geological Data
Infrastructure (EGDI)

What, Why, How…

Our Vision

Recognising the social, environmental, and
political importance of subsurface data, EGS has
collaborated on many EU projects, generating
large volumes of harmonised pan-European
data. To secure data integrity and deliver findable,
accessible, interoperable and reusable (FAIR)
data through a common, sustainable, open
access online platform, the European Geological
Data Infrastructure (EGDI) was launched in
2016. EGDI has become the cornerstone of
the EuroGeoSurveys network and is seen as the
path to a future sustainable Geological Service
for Europe.

The vision of the SIEG is to continuously develop
a user-driven, subsurface data infrastructure and
knowledge network to inform policy, the scientific
community and to feed European data platforms.

Our Projects
SIEG is involved in the development of EGDI,
through GeoERA, conforming to the INSPIRE
Directive and CGI standards, in line with the
EU’s Open Data Directive. The SIEG is also
connected to EMODnet, EPOS and WISE.

One of the key goals of the SIEG is to gather,
digitise and harmonise the various data, in many
different formats, held by the Geological Surveys
of Europe and deliver them through EGDI.

> 2006

EGS now has 31 Member Surveys.

> 2014

EGS members declare their commitment to
establishing a common European Geological
Knowledge Base and a Geological Service for Europe.
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Urban Geology
EXPERT GROUP

The Urban Geology Expert Group delivers scientific information and expertise to the EU’s urban
decision-makers and European Institutions in the areas of sustainable urban development,
urban resilience, future climate proofing of cities, SMART cities and safe construction.

What, Why, How…

Our Vision

Urban geology is a geological science that
comprises all topics related to the urban
underground, such as hydrogeology, geochemistry,
structural geology, engineering geology,
geothermal energy, geohazards and geoheritage.

The UGEG aims to bridge the knowledge gap
between subsurface experts and city practitioners
for a common understanding of the relevance of
geology for towns and cities.

The UGEG supports subsurface resilience
policies at local, national and trans-national
levels, by gathering and disseminating robust
scientific evidence to decision-makers within
the EU, providing relevant and easily accessible
geological data to the user at the right time
and in the right format, improving efficiency in
planning and development, for resource
extraction and to reduce the impacts of
geological hazards.
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> 2015

EGS initiates international geoscience
collaboration with Latin-America by
signing agreement with ASGMI.

Our Projects
The UGEG comprises participants from across
EGS members, and many projects have been
undertaken across Europe. These include
providing online services for urban decisionmakers, 3D datasets and maps.

> 2015

EGS becomes a cooperating organisation
of the CCOP.

Water Resources
EXPERT GROUP

The Water Resources Expert Group provides expertise in groundwater protection and
management for decision-making on water resources at national and European levels.

What, Why, How…

Our Vision

The WREG focuses on how climate and global
changes (e.g. population dynamics and land
use changes) impact on groundwater resources.
Specifically, the WREG develops monitoring
and modelling methodologies to understand,
evaluate, and predict climate and land use
change impacts on groundwater resources,
interconnected surface waters, and ecosystems,
to define a climate-robust set of adaptation
measures. These measures work towards
creating a resilient society. The WREG also
continues to work on synergistic approaches
and tools to meet societal changes and climate
change adaptation.

By providing scientific expertise on subsurface
water resources, knowledge, understanding
the influence of climate change on groundwater,
and the exchanges between subsurface water
with its environment, the WREG aspires to be
the leading expert and provider of FAIR data
on subsurface water resources in Europe,
via EGDI.

> 2016

International cooperation expands to
include Africa as the PanAfGeo Project
kicks off.

Our Projects
The WREG recently completed four GeoERA
groundwater projects : HOVER, on groundwater
quality; RESOURCE, tackling groundwater
availability; TACTIC, focusing on climate change
impact; and VoGERA, providing more than
200 digital map views of European groundwater
quantity and quality issues on EGDI map
viewers.

> 2016

EGS launches the European Geological Data
Infrastructure (EGDI).
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International Cooperation
and Development
EXPERT GROUP

The International Cooperation and Development Task Force establishes strong relationships
between EGS and international stakeholders, building partnerships, competence, and facilitating
secure supply chains.
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What, Why, How…

Our Vision

EGS’ members have strong, long-lasting
international partnerships in dozens of countries
beyond Europe. These international partnerships
are also embraced and encouraged through
EGS, where the ICDTF promotes international
cooperation in projects and in mutually beneficial
activities.

The ICDTF aims to increase cooperation and
collaboration with EGS members and other
international stakeholders, to inform and support
EU strategy and policy on natural resources
and sustainable development.

The Geological Surveys of Europe have been
active for many years in building such
partnerships in the fields of mineral resources,
energy, water, geoscientific capacity building,
and more. The ICDTF ensures that members
share their international cooperation expertise
and research, primarily by engaging through
our Expert Groups, and act swiftly on new
opportunities.

The ICDTF is directly responsible for the
PanAfGeo initiatives, and is an active partner
of the EU-Latin American Partnership on Raw
Materials. The ICDTF actively explores further
opportunities for greater engagement between
the EU, Latin America, Africa, and other
international partners.

> 2018

GeoERA, the biggest collaborative
geoscience research programme
in Europe begins.

Our Projects

> 2018

EGS signs MoU with the Organisation of
African Geological Surveys (OAGS).

> 2022
and beyond
> 2021

PanAfGeo-2 launches,
an expanded version
of PanAfGeo Phase 1.

> 2021

EGS marks 50 Years of
collaborative geoscience
in Europe.

Towards an integrated Geological
Service for Europe !
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Current Projects
Introduction to Projects
The principal purpose of EuroGeoSurveys is to
provide public earth science knowledge to support
the EU’s competitiveness, social well-being,
environmental management and international
commitments. In order to achieve this, EGS is actively
involved in numerous EU funded projects, as well as
self-funded initiatives that strengthen not only our
strategic ambition to provide a comprehensive
geological service for Europe, but also to inform
and support national governments.
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Securing access to raw materials represents a critical issue for
the EU’s ambition to deliver on the Green Deal ambitions and implement
the clean energy transition and digital twins. As future demand for
primary critical raw materials will continue to be largely
met by imports, the EU needs to diversify its supply chain and engage in
strategic partnerships with resource-rich third countries such as those in Africa, covering extraction,
processing and refining. In this framework, the AfricaMaVal project aims to develop EU-Africa
partnerships to ensure the responsible sourcing of mineral resources for European industry, whilst
granting a sustainable local co-development in the best Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG)
conditions, leading to a positive, long-terms business environment for European and African
companies.

EGDI is EuroGeoSurveys’ European Geological Data Infrastructure.
It provides access to Pan-European and national geological datasets
and services from the Geological Survey Organisations of Europe.
EGDI is central to EGS’s key strategy to establish a Geological Service
for Europe, and underpins EC strategies in areas where geological data and information are vital.

EMODnet Geology is one of seven discipline-based projects within
the European Observation and Data network. It is governed by
the European Climate, Infrastructure and Environment Executive
Agency (CINEA) for the European Commission’s DirectorateGeneral for Maritime Affairs and Fisheries (DG MARE). The overall objective of EMODnet is to collect,
harmonise and merge fragmented and generally poorly accessible marine data into interoperable,
contiguous and publicly available datasets, for entire European maritime basins, in order to strengthen
Blue Growth in Europe and to support the Green Deal.
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e-shape is an unprecedented initiative that brings together decades of public
investment in earth observation and cloud capabilities into service to EU citizens,
industry, decision-makers and researchers. e-shape promotes the development
and uptake of 27 cloud-based pilot applications, addressing the Sustainable
Development Goals, The Paris Agreement and the Sendaï Framework.
The e-shape pilots will provide concrete, actionable services regarding food
security and sustainable agriculture, health surveillance (pollutants), renewable energy, ecosystem
monitoring, water resources management, disaster resilience and climate monitoring.

The EU-Latin America Partnership on Raw Materials represents
the will to move towards structured co-operation between the EU
and seven Latin American partner countries (Argentina, Brazil, Chile,
Colombia, Mexico, Peru and Uruguay) in the extractive sectors.
The project builds on existing multilateral cooperation between
entities and disciplines linked to the non-energy extractive industries life cycle and dependent industrial
value chains. The aim is to unlock the full potential of the extractive industries for society, both as
contributors to the local economies and as essential suppliers to the industrial value chains, as well
as contributors to the United Nations’ Sustainable Developments Goals. The desire for this co-operation
is founded on mutual recognition and commitment to the values of responsible and sustainable mining.

Completed in 2022, GeoERA comprised 45 national and regional
Geological Survey Organisations (GSOs) from 32 European countries,
that joined forces to develop activities towards delivering a Geological
Service for Europe. The main objective of GeoERA was to contribute to
the optimal use and management of the subsurface. GeoERA funded
15 research projects to support a more integrated and efficient management as well as a more
responsible and publicly accepted, exploitation and use of the subsurface. The projects addressed the
following four themes: Geoenergy, Groundwater, Raw Materials and an Information Platform. GeoERA
was a key stepping stone in the path towards the development of a sustainable Geological Service
for Europe, which continues with the new GSEU project.
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PanAfGeo
Pan-African Support
to Geological Sciences and
Technology Africa-EU Partnership
Appui panafricain aux géosciences
du partenariat Afrique-UE

PanAfGeo or “Pan-African Support to the EuroGeoSurveys - Organisation of
African Geological Surveys (EGS-OAGS) Partnership”, now in phase 2, is a project
which supports the training of geoscientific staff from African Geological Surveys,
through the development of an innovative training programme that includes the
acquisition and development of important professional competencies to
complement their technical skills and qualifications. The training programme is
delivered by world-class geoscientific experts both from African and European
Geological Surveys.

Apoio pan-africano às geociências
da parceria África-UE

The European ground motion risk assessment tool (RASTOOL) aims to
provide decision makers in territorial management and Civil Protection
Authorities with the appropriate set of tools for simplifying European
Ground Motion Service (EGMS) data. RASTOOL will automatically analyse results and generate maps
to support risk-assessment against geohazards, both natural and anthropogenic.
In particular, RASTOOL will provide a set of tools to target the critical preparation activities for coping
with ground motion phenomena detectable by means of satellite interferometry.

The European Commission has developed a list of Critical Raw
Materials (CRMs) to secure reliable access to crucial rare earth
elements, including cobalt and niobium.
SCRREEN2 builds on the work of the original SCRREEN project
to develop the network and publish sector-oriented outlook reports analysing the future supply and
demand of these CRMs. The project supports the Commission in policymaking and expert knowledge
related to CRMs. The SCRREEN2 network gathers expertise on primary and secondary resources;
production, including exploration, mining, processing, recycling and refining; substitution of CRM;
raw materials markets; future demand and supply; materials flows; socio-economic analysis. It also
covers strategic value chains and end-use sectors, including batteries, e-mobility, renewable energy,
electronics, defence and aerospace.
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Geological Service for Europe
At the heart of the collaboration between the Geological Surveys
of Europe is an ambition – to establish a sustainable Geological
Service for Europe, serving European society through, and beyond,
the green transition.
The Geological Surveys of Europe are the primary providers of subsurface data, information,
and advice that can help the EU to achieve The Green Deal. For example:
• A secure supply of critical minerals is needed to develop green technologies – new battery
technologies for storage of renewable energy, solar panels, wind turbines, geothermal heat
pumps, green city infrastructure
• Knowledge of groundwater quality and quantity is needed to manage agricultural land use,
detect and mitigate pollution of drinking water, monitor and plan for extreme flooding events
• Mapping of the subsurface is needed to manage conflicting surface and subsurface land use,
such as farming, urban development, carbon sequestration, geothermal energy exploitation,
or storage of hydrogen fuel
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These and other important roles can only be fulfilled by the data and expertise of
The Geological Surveys of Europe. Fortunately, The Geological Surveys of Europe have
a strong network of experts, who have operated collaboratively for more than 50 years.
During the last decade, this collaboration has been focused on the development of
a European Geological Data Infrastructure (EGDI) - an open access platform of harmonised,
borderless subsurface data that can inform sound, science-based European policy in,
for example : land use, urban development, geoenergy, mineral resources, water resources,
coastal zone management, geological hazards, geoheritage, and more. This data
infrastructure and the collaborative expertise that surrounds it forms the heart of
an envisaged future Geological Service for Europe.
Through a five-year Coordination and Support Action - a Geological Service for Europe
(GSEU), EuroGeoSurveys will deliver the plan for a sustainable Geological Service for
Europe to be implemented beyond the 2027 project end. This service will serve European
society and inform policy on water, energy, raw materials, hazards, and all areas
that require subsurface data and expertise. Through this service, we will contribute to
environmental sustainability and social well-being in Europe, supported by a powerful
and comprehensive digital infrastructure.
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@EuroGeoSurveys
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www.eurogeosurveys.org
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EuroGeoSurveys - The Geological Surveys of Europe
36-38, Rue Joseph II, box 7 - 1000 Brussels (Belgium)
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